Expert systems are a new form of computer applications that has recently received attention because of their success in automating and multiplying the ability of human experts in diverse fields. The WESTEX-87 conference will focus on the practical use of expert systems. The conference will include sessions and panels on examples of successful systems, methods for developing expert systems and tools for developing expert systems.

The conference will be held at the Disneyland Hotel in Anaheim, California. In addition to the conference, the Hotel boasts the proximity of Disneyland, Knott's Berry Farm, and other Southern California attractions. A block of rooms has been set aside for conference attendees.

Conference Attractions:
1. The conference program consists of two days of sessions including papers and panels on examples of successful expert systems, methods for developing expert systems, and special sessions on hybrid systems and diagnostic tools.
2. Invited speakers will address the future potential of expert systems and their cultural impact.
3. Parallel tutorial tracks will cover beginning and advanced expert-system development. The beginner track will cover "getting started in expert systems." The advanced track will cover tools and methodologies in detail.
4. Exhibits will show the latest in support tools and expert-system development environments.

To register in advance, clip and mail to WESTEX-87
P.O. Box 2111, Fullerton, CA 92633-0111
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